Wax

Not only close the flooring surface, avoid it from scratch and dust, but also make the maintenance easily.

- Clean the flooring before wax
- Mix wax with water (according to wax instructions)
- Wax with a brand-new waxing-mop or roller brush

Suggest product
3M wax
Maintenance 1

Preventive care
About 90% soiling can be avoided using an effective and correctly dimensioned entrance mat

Daily cleaning
Mop and clean water
Maintenance 2

Remove the wax, make wax again

- Clean the flooring surface
- Mix wax stripper with water (according to wax instructions), pull the liquid onto flooring and wait 5-10 mins
- Use special polisher polish the wax and clean with wet/dry dust collector
- Clean the flooring with clear water and wait it dry
- Wax

Suggest product
3M wax stripper
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